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Their spontaneous fling...Will have unexpected consequences
Grace McAllister thought being a surrogate for her sister would be a truly selfless act. But secretly Grace longed
for the baby inside her to be her own, conceived in passion with the only man she had ever loved. But that could
never be. Josh Kingsley couldn't bear to watch the baby grow big in Grace's belly, unable to share in the magic. He
wished she and the child were his to take care of. But when tragedy struck, Josh rushed to be there for Grace and
baby Posie. Could they be his life, his family?
Doctor Off-Limits: The father of her baby!
It started with an island romance...
A cowboy to her rescue...
The Rancher's Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Love Inspired) (Bent Creek Blessings, Book 2)
The Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Vintage Cherish)
The Bachelor's Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon True Love) (Wilde Hearts, Book 3)
Greek Boss, Dream Proposal / Boardroom Baby Surprise: Greek Boss, Dream Proposal / Boardroom Baby Surprise
(Mills & Boon Romance) (Escape Around the World, Book 3)

In labor, Lexi is taken the local clinic, where she is shocked to meet the doctor on call. What is Tyler Braden doing
here? Not so long ago, after she was fired from her job and, careworn and sad, ran into him outside their apartment
building. They spent the night together, but when they woke up in the morning, he declared that he had no desire
for a partner, a wife or a child in his life. But now Tyler is delivering his own child! She thinks there is no way he
could know the child is his, but then he tries to take the baby away from her!
Secret Baby, Surprise Parents Liz Fielding Grace McAllister thought being a surrogate for her sister would be a
truly selfless act. But secretly Grace longed for the baby inside her to be her own, conceived in passion with the only
man she has ever loved... but that can never be. Josh Kingsley couldn't bear to watch the baby grow big in Grace's
belly, unable to share in the magic, and wished they were his to take care of. But when tragedy struck Josh rushed
to be there for Grace and baby Posie. They were his life, his family... for ever.
After five years of unrequited pining for Nic, her brother’s business partner, Brooke was thrilled he finally felt the
same way. They were ecstatic and in love, but then Nic suddenly broke up with her and disappeared. A month later,
Brooke notices her body changing and heads to Greece so she can find Nic and tell him the happy news. But Brooke
is the only one happy about being reunited after so long. Nic is the prince of Sherdana, and he must find a wife, a
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woman of higher status than Brooke. Realizing she can never marry him, Brooke suddenly finds herself unable to tell
him about the pregnancy…
The consequence of their Maltese nights!
By rights, single mother Dr. Rachel Mackenzie and widower Dr. Matthew Thompson should be at odds—the
disastrous non-wedding of their respective children has thrown the village of Dalverston into turmoil! But Matt and
Rachel are faced with their own emotional upheaval. They turn to each other for friendly support, and unexpectedly
find that old friends can make a new beginning! And just when Matt and Rachel begin to believe that their happy
ending is in sight, the most remarkable thing happens….
The CEO's Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Cherish) (The Prestons of Crystal Point, Book 1)
Prince's Christmas Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon True Love) (A Wedding in New York, Book 2)
Their Baby Surprise
Secret Baby, Surprise Parents
Down-to-earth, dependable Cecelia Rankin was not the kind of woman who believed in dreams-cometnje...but that's exactly what seemed to be happening! She kept dreaming of her gorgeous, millionaire
boss Nick Delaney–no surprise there–but with a crying baby? Then Nick discovered he was guardian of an
orphaned baby boy....
Setting out to face her baby’s father, she is faced with a shocking truth… After losing her parents,
Morgan goes to the Caribbean to recover from her grief. She meets Bryan and, feeling lonely, has a onenight stand with him. Upon returning home, she realizes she is pregnant with Bryan’s child. She decides
she must face him in person to tell him about the baby… But when she sees him again, she realizes that
this is not the same man she had met in paradise!
Tyler Braden was shocked that his first maternity patient in a rural Smoky Mountain clinic was the onenight stand he could never forget. And stunned to discover that her baby was his.
They could be a family... if he can win her heart
Will amnesia offer a second chance for this couple and their baby? Find out, only from USA TODAY
bestselling author Catherine Mann.
BOARDROOM BABY SURPRISE
Baby By Surprise / Daddy by Surprise: Baby By Surprise / Daddy by Surprise (Mills & Boon Cherish) (The
Baby Experts, Book 3)
His Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Desire)
Their Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Cherish)
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A new baby of her own?
Navy SEAL Jack Singer has a woman he can’t forget. They were attracted to each other at first
sight and spent the night together, but she disappeared in the wee hours of the following
morning. He did his best to find her, but she was nowhere to be found. But then a postcard he
receives one day reveals all. He learns that his mystery woman delivered his baby and now
she’s raising it secretly. Infuriated, Jack visits her and demands that they get married.
Passion flares when Payne Protection’s newest recruit puts everything on the line to protect
the mother of his child...
SURPRISE, YOU MIGHT BE A DADDY!
His Cinderella is carrying his heir!
His Twin Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Heartwarming) (Oklahoma Girls, Book 3)
Baby Surprise For The Millionaire (Mills & Boon True Love)
Baby Surprise For The Spanish Billionaire (Mills & Boon True Love) (Wedding Island, Book 1)
THE BOSS'S BABY SURPRISE
When she awoke from her coma, Alaina learned she had been in an accident and that she was
suffering from amnesia. It appears that she has a husband and a child. Her husband is
gorgeous and her baby is sleeping next to her… Her husband says they’ve been happily
married for five years, but she isn’t so sure. Although he constantly talks about the
future, Alaina is fixated on their mysterious past. She cannot deny the attraction she
feels toward him…until she remembers the reason they were on the verge of divorce!
Their passionate fling... Has given them a gift to last a lifetime!
A baby to bind them...
He never wanted to put down roots
The Baby Surprise Paige was married to her job – until she became guardian to a baby.
Then Zach Crawford appeared on Paige’s doorstep and her life really went topsy turvy.
Because the sexy pilot was determined to win custody of his little girl...no matter the
sparks that flew every time he and Paige were together!
Nurse's One-Night Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Medical)
The Baby Surprise / The Father for Her Son: The Baby Surprise (Brides & Babies, Book 4) /
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The Father for Her Son (Suddenly a Parent, Book 13) (Mills & Boon Cherish)
The Bounty Hunter's Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Heroes) (Top Secret Deliveries, Book 8)
Baby Surprise For The Doctor Prince (Mills & Boon Medical) (Royal Spring Babies, Book 2)
Don't miss this exciting new *Mills & Boon* romance A Christmas Baby Surprise by Catherine Mann available on 06/11/2015 - preorder your copy today!
For Celie, a successful secretary for a high-powered executive, work is her reason for living. So no matter how charming her boss,
Nick, may be, she made up her mind long ago not to get her feelings involved. But one night she has a dream involving Nick, and
the feelings she’s been holding at bay come surging in. Shaken by the dream, she lets her mask slip and reveals a more vulnerable
side around Nick, who takes her into his warm, strong arms. In that moment, Celie can see herself giving everything to him.
Meanwhile, some mysterious changes are about to happen in Nick’s life!
Evangeline is determined to focus on the future.
More than a year had passed since FBI agent Carly Mills's partner disappeared without a trace. Then, just when she'd almost given
up hope, she found him, working as a cowboy on a Texas ranch. But, incredibly, he had no memory of his true identity – or the
shattering passion they had once shared.... She ached to take Witt Davidson in her embrace and tell him who he really was, what he
had always meant to her. But what if he could never remember the sizzling desire that had constantly flashed between them? And
what would he do when he learned of the beautiful child their love had created...?
Their Baby SurpriseHarlequin
Yuletide Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Desire) (Billionaires and Babies, Book 40)
From Wedding Fling To Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon True Love)
A ROYAL BABY SURPRISE
Surprise Baby, Second Chance (Mills & Boon True Love)
COUNTDOWN: NINE MONTHS
Synopsis coming soon.......
Reunited for one night...bound forever by the consequences!
Fatherhood is the last thing on Navy SEAL Calder Remington’s mind. On the job, he’s a hardworking hero; in civilian life, he’s a carefree
bachelor.
When Princess Mariama Mandara invades her old colleague Dr Rowan Boothe’s hotel room, he has no desire to become involved in her latest
escapade.
A Christmas Baby Surprise
The Neonatal Doc's Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Medical) (Miracles in the Making, Book 2)
A CHRISTMAS BABY SURPRISE
The Christmas Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Cherish)

Two months after her breath-taking night with Prince Enzo Affini, nurse Aubrey Henderson arrives in
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Venice to discover he’s her new boss. And even more shocking? The news she’s carrying his royal baby!
A precious gift that will change their world...
Greek Boss, Dream Proposal Barbara McMahon Cruising around the Greek islands, Nikos Konstantinos
should be admiring their beauty – but he only has eyes for his yacht’s pretty new chef! For independent
Sara Andropolous, resisting the devastatingly handsome Nikos is a full-time job in itself...
With an aching heart, Emily Watson knows her marriage is in trouble, but one last night with Cole
changes their lives forever.
From temporary fling... ...to baby bump!
Her New Year Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Medical) (The Ultimate Christmas Gift, Book 2)
The Boss's Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Silhouette)
HIS BABY SURPRISE
The Cowboy's Baby Surprise
Baby By Surprise Karen Rose Smith When an accident landed pregnant Francesca Talbot in the hospital, she was forced to turn
to her baby’s father. Fiercely protective rancher Grady knew he had to break down the wall Karen had built around her heart. It
was no longer just their baby’s future at stake...
Bodyguard's Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Romantic Suspense) (Bachelor Bodyguards, Book 3)
A Christmas Baby Surprise (Mills & Boon Desire) (Billionaires and Babies, Book 64)
Mills & Boon Comics
THE SEAL'S SURPRISE BABY
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